TIN BOOSTER™
Technical Data Sheet

TBT-Based (Not legal in the U.S.)
• Increases tin in Islands 44 Plus and Biotin Plus
• Compatible with most tin-based paints on the market
• Can also be used on aluminum outboard motors as antifouling

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Sea Hawk Tin Booster is a straight tin-based binder loaded with tin. Its high strength will add an extra kick to any tin-based antifouling. You can add the whole bottle to one gallon or spread it out over several. By increasing the amount of tin, you will also increase the effectiveness of the antifouling. Do not add more than one 8-ounce container per gallon.

MIXING INSTRUCTIONS
Mix desired amount of Tin Booster into your paint. Do not mix with non-tin based paints, it could cause the paint to gel. After adding Tin Booster, mix with a heavy-duty mechanical shaker or by shaking can vigorously for about 3 minutes.

RUNNING GEAR & OUTDRIVES
Tin Booster can be used on outdrives or running gear. Simply apply product with brush, roller, or spray and wait overnight before putting it in the water.

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS
Be sure to wear protective gloves, and goggles when using this or any other antifouling. Proper ventilation and respirators are imperative.